
The finance ministry is reportedly opposed to tax-free muni-
cipal bonds, taking the view that it would distort the bond mar-
ket. North Block needs to reconsider. We surely need to incen-
tivise the supply and demand for municipal bonds, or munis.
It is vital to mainstream a financial instrument that will play a
key role in building the urban infrastructure that fast-urbani-
sing India will need. The incentive can be for a defined time
window, after which it can be phased out.

Estimates suggest that tax-free status for municipal bonds
would amount to a revenue loss of about .̀ 180 crore per annum,
as of now. The government could cap the amount it wants to
forgo, and invite towns to compete to qualify for the benefit,

with projects and the fiscal capacity to
finance them. We have seen tax-free infra-
structure bonds in the past. The point is to
suitably incentivise the municipal bond
market to take off, and transparently gar-
ner resources after due process, vetting
and credit-rating. A policy nudge such as
tax-free status can kick-start the moribu-

nd municipal bonds market that promises to be an asset class
that delivers stable returns.

In tandem, we do need empowered political executives in ch-
arge in municipalities, who will preside over India’s growth
centres. Municipalities must have the fiscal capacity to servi-
ce the debt they raise via bond issuance. That means realistic
user charges and property taxes, to complement fiscal devolu-
tion. But, in parallel, tax incentives for munis would shore up
investor demand. Note also that municipalities need to go th-
rough 45 procedural steps to issue munis. And tax-free status
should incentivise the supply of munis. Policymakers need to
keep the big picture in mind and offer proactive tax incentives
for the fledgling munis market to take wing.

The Municipal Bond
Market Needs a Nudge

Will India Act on
Neutral Awards?
In the context of winning his first National Award for acting,
Akshay Kumar has commented, “Der aaye, durust aaye,” or,
in gist, ‘So what if it’s late, it’s great’. Not a moment too soon,
he might add, as competition could soon increase if India pi-
cks up on the latest international trend. MTV has just annou-
nced that, henceforth, its movie and TV awards will be ‘non-
gendered’. It may be remembered that the Grammy awards
never had separate categories for males and females anyway
and the American national TV awards did away with them in
2008, only to bring them back in 2012, but returned to gender-
neutral in 2014. The biggies in this genre, the Oscars, Screen
Actors Guild awards and the Emmys still have separate cate-
gories, but that may not last long given the general drift. In
any case, the profession has already done away with the word
‘actress’ in favour of actor, just like doctor, engineer and tea-
cher, so ‘female actor’ and ‘male actor’ seems laboured.

While many would consider this to be a giant step indeed
for (hu)mankind, it could cause some heartburn in the long
run as the number of categories would then decrease signi-
ficantly. Especially if the principle is applied in India and ex-
tended, logically, to include playback singing. For the mo-
ment, of course, the National Films Awards committee here
seems to believe in ‘more the merrier’.

With only ‘actors’ now, there’s no
reason for separate acting categories

The government needs to put its proposed plan to “iden-
tify, arrest and deport” Rohingyas on hold. Blanket nati-
onal security considerations cannot be the reason for de-
porting some 40,000 people who have escaped persecu-
tion. India, with its long tradition of providing a safe ha-
ven for the persecuted, whether Tibetans or minorities
from neighbouring nations, must put in place a legal
framework for refugees that is transparent and compas-
sionate while being alive to national security concerns.
As Europe accepts a flood of refugees, does would-be Uni-
ted Nations Security Council member India want to pre-
sent the counter-example?

The Rohingyas, an ethnic Muslim minority in Myan-
mar, are among the world’s worst persecuted. They have
been systematically disenfranchised, many of them phy-
sically attacked and driven out of their homeland. Their
plight is no better than that of minorities from Afghanis-
tan, Bangladesh and Pakistan, whose have found safe ha-
ven in India. As a country that abides by the principles of

democracy, New Delhi cannot differ-
entiate between persecuted groups on
the basis of religion. Since India does
not have a refugee policy, the govern-
ment must respond to their humani-
tarian crisis, and respond on the basis
of a determination of the persecution
that surely awaits the Rohingyas once

deported to Burma.
It is time for India to move away from its ad-hoc appro-

ach to the refugee question. The government must codify
the rights and duties of refugees, the services that the
state will provide, and a process that takes on board con-
siderations of national security. India must sign the 1951
UN Refugee Convention on the Status of Refugees and
ensuing 1967 protocol. India is the beacon of democratic
hope and a rule-based nation in the region. Stable gov-
ernment and institutions, a growing economy and adhe-
rence to the rule of law makes India a land of hope and sa-
fety for the persecuted. India, which sees itself as a global
power, needs to acknowledge its place in the region, and
ensure that it has the institutions and legal framework to
deal with refugees, who look to India for safety.

Time India Framed
a Refugee Policy
We must shelter Rohingyas, as we have Tibetans

ACHARYA GOPILAL AMAR

The same man is regarded sim-
ultaneously as son, father, son-
in-law, father-in-law, nephew,
uncle, brother, cousin, husband
and so on; yet, there is no contra-
diction owing to an understood
relationship that is termed in
Jainism as syad-vada.

The triple stream of right
vision, knowledge and conduct
flows in one channel, the path
to liberation, moksha-marga;
it branches into hundreds of
fresh streams of different aims
and objects, which are called
‘not-one-end’, an-ek-anta, the
applied form of which is syad-
vada. Syadvada is the Jaina th-
eory of relativity; it makes ah-
imsa a synonym of Jainism. It
can be compared with Einstein’s
Theory of Relativity, which is
based on the principle that all
motion is relative, regarding sp-
ace-time as a fourth dimension.

Both theories have a similar
world outlook, including the
absolute denial of the existen-
ce of God, the conviction that
the world is objective and know-
able, and that there is casual in-
ter-independence of all proces-
ses in Nature. Einstein oppo-
sed social and national oppres-
sion, militarism and reaction,
and voiced his protest against
the use of atomic energy for
military purposes.

That the Jaina theory promo-
tes ahimsa is exemplified by an
allegory: two dogs came face-to-
face midway on a log placed ac-
ross a river to serve as a bridge.
It was too narrow for one dog to
turn back or to move aside to
let the other cross. Realising
that a tussle would make both
drown, one of them lay on the
log to facilitate the other to
cross over his back, whereafter
he got up and went across.

Relativity:
Jaina Theory

Television broadcasters are truly de-
lighted at the passage of the Central
Goods and Services Tax (CGST) Bill,
the Integrated GST (IGST) Bill, the
Compensation GST Bill and the Uni-
on Territory GST Bill 2017. They sin-
cerely appreciate the commendable
work done by finance minister Arun
Jaitley and the members of the GST
Council. With this, one of the bigge-
st taxation reforms since Indepen-
dence is all set to transform into a
new system of indirect taxation that
will not only boost GDP growth but
will also create a uniform market in
this country.

Yes, broadcasters believe that GST
will help businesses to operate more
efficiently. There are, however, a few
contentious issues that television
broadcasters are likely to face if not
addressed before the rollout dead-
line on July 1. The first problematic
issue relates to the clarity on the
‘location of the supplier of service’
from where a taxable supply is made.

In TV broadcasting service, the en-
tire chain of activity is carried out
from more than one state, each one
being part of an integral chain of ev-
ents that completes the service. For
example, the programme content and

commercial advertisements, includ-
ing the related scheduling activities,
are usually done at a central location
at one place, whereas the channel
playout, uplinking, etc, happen at an-
other facility of a third-party service
provider. The headends through whi-
ch the channel feed is received are
located across the country.

The present GST law is ambiguous
and it is unclear as to from where the
taxable supply is going to be made.
In any event, GST, being destination-
based taxation, the final beneficiary
of taxes would remain the states whe-
re the service recipient is located, ir-
respective of the location of supplier.

To remove the ambiguity, one of the
best possible options for the govern-
ment would be to consider the locati-
on of supplier of service as the place
of supply from where invoices are
raised. Further, the rules relating to
the term ‘place of business’ should
be appropriately prescribed to deter-

mine place of business in unambi-
guous manner. In the event it is not
prescribed, it would lead to pro-
tracted litigation.

Another major issue relates to st-
ate-wise registration. The GST fra-
mework mandates state-wise regis-
tration for CGST, State GST (SGST)
and IGST. State-wise registration
will make it impossible to comply
with certainty on account of the
following ambiguities:
�Difficulty in ascertaining place
from where service is provided: Giv-
en the seamless nature of service, it
is impossible to ascertain one place
of provision of service. Ambiguities
will lead to significant overlapping
demands with several states seeking
to collect tax on the same revenue.
�Payment of GST on stock transfer
services: The present GST framework
appears to require any stock transfer
of services from one registration to
another registration of the same en-

tity to become liable to being taxed.
In a service situation, it is impossib-
le to identify the time of such trans-
fer. Besides, the valuation for such a
transfer price is not possible with
television channels.
�Cascading impact: The GST frame-
work seems to mandate the collation
of credits per registration. However,
tax is to be paid from locations from
where services are deemed to be pro-
vided. This is likely to trigger credit
blockages and result in the cascad-
ing of taxes without any purpose.
�Compliance nightmare: Multiple
audit and assessments by overlappi-
ng jurisdictions will result in a huge
increase in litigations. Compliance
effort is likely to rise 400-500 times.

In order to mitigate the cascading
impact of taxes, a Single Pan India
(SPI) registration should be allowed
to the service provider (broadcaster).
Also, the system should ensure that
credits are collated at the centrally
registered premise and such credits
are allowed to be utilised or set off
against the consolidated GST output
liability arising at the centrally
registered premise.

Once these issues are addressed
during the ongoing consultations
and council meetings, it will not
only boost the morale of the entire
television broadcast industry but it
will also send a positive signal in the
minds of all existing and potential
investors in the media and enterta-
inment space.

The writer is secretary general, Indian
Broadcasting Foundation

To Get a Clearer TV Picture
GST ROLLOUT

Girish Srivastava

Don’t let GSTs out of the machine
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Jitendra Chaturvedi

A simple way out is to denotify the
highway stretches going through
the town, as has been done in many
towns in Maharashtra by the state
government. Having said that, the
maintenance of those stretches
will then be the responsibility of
local bodies and not of the highway
authority. The court judgement
seems excessive but, at the same

time, ‘status quo’ is not an option.

Devi Prasad

A very compelling argument. But
don’t miss the ever-increasing ac-
cidental deaths on highways due
to drunken driving. The Supreme
Court is compelled to step in as sta-
te mechanisms have failed repeat-
edly. And can state do anything
with almost everyone lacking road
discipline in this country? 

Vaidyanathan

It is easier to sit on the fence and
comment. This social evil is ruining
lower and middle class families
and needs to be stamped out. All
those crying bitter are essentially
those with unaccounted money.

Sanjay

The probability of accidents is ma-
nifold under intoxicated driving.

As far as tourism is concerned, no
country permits drunken driving
and there are strict laws for that.
Strict patrolling of roads and high-
ways can check drunken driving.

Readers React More comments on economictimes.com

POKE ME appears every Saturday.
The article first appears on
www.economictimes.com
every Thursday. Do check
what we poke you next with
on April 13

JACOMO CORBO ET AL

The speed and intricacy of ban-
king fraud are mind-boggling:
the Association for Financial
Professionals’ 2016 Payments
Fraud and Control Survey found
that 73% of finance profession-
als reported an attempted or ac-
tual payments fraud in 2015.

For financial institutions, da-
ta and analytics can speed the
decision cycles used to observe,
orient, decide and act in fighting
fraud. Since the best insights are
often at the margins of where
industries or data sets overlap,
it’s necessary to pose targeted
questions and develop solutions
from all information sources.

By combining proprietary da-
ta sets with industry benchmar-
ks and government informati-
on, financial institutions can
use artificial intelligence, ma-
chine learning and analytics in
the fight against financial fraud.
Focus on adopting appropriate
processes, developing and acqu-
iring the necessary talent, and
creating the right culture to int-
egrate analytics into the fraud-
detection efforts.

Avast amount of data flows th-
rough financial services orga-
nisations, so the ability to har-
ness the data and analyse it eff-
ectively could transform fraud-
detection efforts and provide a
host of other benefits. Coupling
the rich data sets with approp-
riate analytical models provid-
es a way to harvest the informa-
tion needed to identify and pre-
vent fraud more effectively.

From “Applying Analytics in
Financial Institutions’ Fight
Against Fraud”

Leverage
Analytics

Citings

A
sfar as Dehradun is concer-
ned, it’s all over. Overnight,
this has turned into a comp-
letely dry city and promises
to remain so for months to

come. Come here to know what Pro-
hibition feels like. Why, Devbhoomi
could even add Prohibition tourism
to its staple — the attractions of Hin-
du tourism.

For those of us who’ve lived here
for decades (my family has been here
four generations), the Supreme Court
order banning sale of liquor on high-
ways is the cruellest joke you could
play on a small town, which was just
beginning to show some ambition.

No one in Dehradun realised that
all these years we were inhabitants
of a highway frontier town. The town
has only one artery: Rajpur Road,
which is technically a highway. This
was also the commercial stretch, with
shops, bars, restaurants and gaming
zones. This is a valley town. We don’t
have the flat geography of Delhi, whi-
ch would allow the settlement to sp-
read horizontally.

The 500-metre rule makes no sense
here: 500 metres left or right means
you either go down narrow alleys, wi-
nding down to low-lying low-income
settlements. Or you hit wealthy cotta-
ges (rich Delhi folks) overlooking de-
nse sal forest. Rajpur Road bifurcates
at the Clock Tower, one going towar-
ds the railway station, and the other
towards The Doon School, the Forest
Research Institute and ONGC. Both,
as it turns out, are also highways.

This is a town that is all national hi-
ghway and no city streets. Rajpur Ro-
ad, which leads up to Mussoorie, was
always the commercial hub. Now the-
re’s nothing. You simply cannot start
carving out commercial properties in
the middle of densely populated nei-
ghbourhoods, where the only shops
often are a milk booth and a mom-
and-pop corner shop.

Over the last few years, Dehradun
has changed rapidly. It has built on its
strengths: excellent schools, a west-
ernised middle class and a liberal eth-
os, which made this one of the more
liveable small towns in backward nor-
th India. I grew up in conservative
dusty rustic Allahabad and the two
towns don’t even begin to compare.

Dehradun is made up of Garhwa-
lis, Punjabis and Tibetans. All three
communities love their drink. Food-
wise, we would eat buff kebabs in Im-
amullah Building or go up to Rajpur
village, the Tibetan part of town, to
have buff shapta gravy with freshly
baked tingmo bread.

My Way on the Highway
That stopped. The assault on drink
came not from a political party but
from a Supreme Court judge — a jud-
ge who should have taken a more stre-
etwise look at the highway, and what
it means to a town, rather than a tech-
nical approach that abstracts the hi-
ghway from its surroundings.

Dehradun had a drinking culture.
The Polo Bar at President Hotel, in
Astley Hall, in downtown Dehradun,
was as iconic as Trincas on Kolkata’s
Park Street. Several other bars sprang
up in Astley Hall as licensing was
liberalised. Add to this Dehradun’s
dive bar scene, which was meant for
working-class people, who wanted to
have an affordable drink after work.

We were also on the cusp of a pub
culture boom. Dehradun’s young de-
mographic has been a driver of grow-
th in the local economy. Coffee-shop
chains like Barista arrived here more

than 15 years ago. In recent times, lo-
cal entrepreneurs started pumping
money into their own projects, which
has led to a burgeoning café culture.

The first ‘pubs’ opened this year.
The Great Indian Pub had a weekend
licence and was packed with young
people. The Sunburn Bistro serves
only wine, beer and Breezers, but was
open all seven days. Girls, for the first
time in Dehradun, could come out in
groups, by themselves, and have a
drink without fear of harassment.
Dehradun, for the record, doesn’t ha-
ve Delhi’s toxic, uber-rich masculine
culture. It’s a gentler place.

Opposite the Bistro, the supermar-
ket in Crossroads Mall added a world-
class liquor section, where one could
buy Asahi beer, Pimms, Jameson
whiskey and cans of Guinness. This
was civilisation. As I know it.

While poky dingy thekas can be sq-
ueezed into small neighbourhoods
(residents are already protesting),
malls, pubs and cafés are the result of
individuals with vision, who have sp-
ent entire lifetimes rooted in a place.
The businessman in them saw that

Dehradun was ready for change: dri-
nks, dinner, live music and dancing.
Once the stage was set, local stand-
ups, poets and musicians came craw-
ling out of the woodwork.

You cannot do business in an envi-
ronment where rules and regulations
are constantly shifting. Location is
crucial. The mall owner cannot lift
her mall and place it 500 metres away
in the middle of sal forest (where
construction is anyway prohibited).

Can’t Grin and Beer It
We cannot talk about releasing India’s
entrepreneurial energies, and then
keep bottling it up because of a random
court or government order. You clamp
down on drunken driving not by ban-
ning alcohol, but by checking for dru-
nken driving using breathalysers.

Livelihoods have been lost. The
state will lose revenue, but how does
that affect the little man? This is a
surgical strike on modernity and
those who are ready and mature eno-
ugh for it. It’s about my right to stroll
down and buy a pint of Hoegaarden
in a civilised environment.

How Dry is My Valley
poke me The SC should have taken a more streetwise look before its ‘prohibition’ order

Palash Krishna
Mehrotra

So will such watering holes in Dehra now speak easy?

CAMERADERIE

Global new investment in renewables* fell by 23% to $241.6 billion, the lowest
total since 2013, but there was record installation of 138.5 GW of renewable 
power capacity worldwide in 2016, up from 127.5 GW in the previous year. 
This 2016 gigawatt fi gure was equivalent to 55% of all the generating capacity
added globally, the highest proportion in any year to date…

Renewables: More for Less

Don Marquis
Writer

“Ideas pull 
the trigger, 
but instinct 
loads the 
gun.”

Well, here in Germany, we 
like drinking, whether near 
highways or far from them.
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*Excluding large hydro
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IPL Gives Us
the Right Dose
Apropos ‘April Has You Cov-
ered’ by Anand Vasu (Apr 7),
T S Eliot had described April
as the cruellest month, but cri-
cket fans welcome it as Spring
time. IPL matches in this mon-
th bring freshness to all, espe-
cially the dispirited ones, even
if temporarily. The matches
force all family members to sit
together and enjoy the matches
over snacks and cool drinks.
Everyone becomes an expert
and adds her own serious or
otherwise comment on the pro-
ceedings of the match. Kudos
to IPL that has greatly increas-
ed our happiness levels. Pray,
can anyone tell whether gods
would be watching the IPL
matches from the blue skies?

K R DESHPANDE
Bengaluru
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